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Abstract. Protein aggregation is one of the characteristic steps in a
number of neurodegenerative diseases eventually leading to neuronal
death and thorough study of aggregation is required for the develop-
ment of effective therapy. We apply fluorescence lifetime imaging for
the characterization of the fluorescence dynamics of the enhanced
green fluorescent protein �eGFP� in fusion with the polyQ—expanded
polyglutamine stretch. At the expansion of polyQ above 39 residues,
it has an inherent propensity to form amyloid-like fibrils and aggre-
gates, and is responsible for Huntington’s disease. The results of the
experiments show that expression of the eGFP in fusion with the 97Q
protein leads to the decrease of the eGFP fluorescence lifetime by
�300 ps. This phenomenon does not appear in Hsp104-deficient
cells, where the aggregation in polyQ is prevented. We demonstrate
that the lifetime decrease observed is related to the aggregation per se
and discuss the possible role of refractive index and homo-FRET in
these dynamics. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

ailure of some proteins to adopt or maintain their native
onformational state may result in a number of disorders,
rouped under the name of protein misfolding diseases. These
isfoldings usually lead to the conversion of detergent-

oluble forms into amyloid fibrils—highly organized and gen-
rally intractable protein aggregates enriched in �-sheet
tructure.1 One of the causes of such aggregation is a mutation
n certain genes, which result in the expanded repeats of CAG
rinucleotide, encoding glutamine. The abnormal expansion of
he polyglutamine tract �polyQ� leads to misfolding, aggrega-
ion, inclusion body formation, and eventual neuronal cell
eath in nine inherited neurodegenerative disorders, including
untington’s disease, dentatorubral pallidoluysian atrophy,

pinal and bulbar muscular atrophy, and several types of
pinocerebellar ataxia.2–5 Efficiency of aggregation increases
ith the length of polyQ track in yeast and mammalian cells,
hereby polypeptides with less than 39 glutamine residues

ail to aggregate at all.6–8 Consistent with this notion, in Hun-
ington’s disease polyQ repeats are expanded from normal 8
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iophotonics, 155 Li-Nong Street Section 2, Taipei 112, Taiwan; Tel: 886-2-
8267336; Fax: 886-2-28235460; E-mail: fjkao@ym.edu.tw
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
to 25 to more than 39 at the N-terminus of the huntingtin
protein.9,10

Despite the fact that pathogenicity of the polyQ aggrega-
tion has been known for some time, there is poor evidence in
misfolding diseases management and development of effec-
tive therapies requires better understanding of aggregates
formation.11 Several fluorescence spectroscopy techniques
have been applied for this purpose, such as fluorescence
microscopy,12 fluorescence correlation spectroscopy,13,14 and
Förster resonance energy transfer �FRET� imaging micros-
copy. One of the most popular techniques, FRET has been
applied15–20 to study the involvement of other proteins in the
aggregates formation and discrimination between mono- and
oligomers of polyQ �also reviewed in Ref. 21�. The technique
is based on the nonradiative energy transfer from the excited
donor molecule to another fluorescent moiety, the acceptor.
For the transfer to happen, the molecules must be in close
proximity �within the range of 2 to 10 nm�, which makes
FRET an ideal technique to study interactions between
molecules.22

The fluorescence spectroscopy techniques are based on the
labeling of the protein�s� of interest with further monitoring of
the fluorescence signal properties and distribution. However,
possible complex interactions between many fluorophores in
close proximity, as well as the change of their microenviron-

1083-3668/2010/15�1�/016008/11/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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ent in aggregates, can influence the resulting photophysical
roperties and thorough characterization of such changes is
equired for the correct interpretation of the data.

In this work, we have examined the changes caused by
ggregation to the average time that fluorophore molecules
pend on the excited state levels on photon absorption and
rior to the relaxation to the ground state—the fluorescence
ifetime. At this, the relaxation through photon emission com-
etes with a number of alternative pathways of excessive en-
rgy release given that they happen in the time scale compa-
able with the fluorescence lifetime. Among these are
rotonation, electron transfer, collisional quenching, and non-
adiative energy transfer.23 In FRET, for example, the energy
ransfer from donor to acceptor creates an additional pathway
or the depletion of the donor’s excited state levels, thus short-
ning the radiative decay and correspondingly lowering the
uorescence lifetime values.23 This sensitivity of the tech-
ique made it possible to probe the environment of proteins in
ells in terms of its refractive index,24 pH �Ref. 25�, and ion
oncentration,26 to perform dynamic imaging of the redox
tate,27 to follow signaling and trafficking,28 and to monitor
rotein localization and interactions.29 Fluorescence lifetime
icroscopy �FLIM� can also be applied for the monitoring of

onformation, especially30 in combination with FRET. Previ-
usly, FLIM has also been applied in the studies of misfolding
roteins.31–33

One of the most applied fluorescent markers, the green
uorescent protein �GFP� is a 238-amino-acid-long polypep-

ide, isolated from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria.34,35 The
hromophore of the wild-type GFP is a p-hydroxybenzyl-
dene-imidazolidinone derivative formed by an autocatalytic
osttranslational cyclization and oxidation of Ser-65, Tyr-66,
nd Gly-67 �Ref. 36�. Located in the middle of a rigid 11-
tranded barrel, the chromophore is rigidly embedded in the
rotein matrix and thus is isolated from the bulk solvent. The
arrel shielding makes the GFP almost completely insensitive
o the solvent polarity, ionic strength, and viscosity. The con-
enience of GFP comes from the autocatalytical nature of its
hromophore synthesis, so that the expression of the fusion
ene of GFP and a protein of interest in a cell requires no
dditional cofactors, thus minimizing the impact on the cell
nvironment and making the operation easy.

Despite the tremendous potential of the wild-type GFP, it
as a few deficiencies. The formation of dimers in some con-
itions complicates the results interpretation and might also
ffect the labeled protein functionality.37 Moreover, from the
wo absorption peaks of wild-type GFP, the one at 396 nm
as higher amplitude at lower photostability as compared to
he more stable peak at 475 nm. A number of mutants with
mproved fluorescence characteristics of the GFP have been
eveloped. A popular variant enhanced GFP �eGFP� holds a
ouble mutation of Ser65→Thr and Phe64→Leu with the
ormer shifting the absorption spectrum to the blue range and
ncreasing brightness, and the latter supporting protein folding
t high temperatures.38 Having the same structure with the
FP, this enhanced variant of the fluorescent protein is, how-

ver, sensitive to the acidic environment25 �pH�4.0�. This
ariant has been demonstrated as a well-expressed monomer
nd gained wide acceptance.39

We examined the changes in the fluorescence lifetime dy-
amics of eGFP fused to 97Q protein �97Q-eGFP� by means
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
of FLIM in model yeast cells and found that the lifetime of
the fluorophore is decreasing on aggregation. To properly as-
sess the influence of the aggregation of the labeled 97Q on the
fluorescence lifetime of eGFP, we identified other possible
causes for the radiative decay dynamics. We assessed the con-
tribution of the pH level, direct nonradiative transfer to fluo-
rescent metabolites, and level of cellular autofluorescence and
environmental changes caused by physiological cells condi-
tions on the dynamics of the eGFP fluorescence lifetime. We
also investigated existence of FRET between eGFP molecules
in 97Q aggregates. The possible influence of such nonradia-
tive transfer and refractive index on the phenomenon ob-
served is discussed.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Plasmid and Yeast Strain Constructions
The pYES2-97Q-eGFP plasmid was based on the pYES2-
103Q-eGFP, kindly provided by Sherman, was described in
Ref. 40. A reduction of six glutamine residues in the expected
repeat region was found on conducting the DNA sequencing
of the plasmid, hence the new construct pYES2-97Q-eGFP,
used throughout all the subsequent experiments. The pYES2-
eGFP plasmid construct was derived from pYES2-97Q-eGFP
by deleting the DNA region encoding 97Q. With polymerase
chain reaction �PCR�, the DNA fragment covering Gal1 pro-
moter and Flag tag of pYES2-97Q-eGFP was amplified
using EcoRI-Gal-97Q-ADE2 5� primer: GGAATTCCGCT-
TAATGGGGCGCTACAG and Gal-Flag-SmaI 3� primer:
TGCCTCCCGGGTTTGAGGGACTCGAAGGCCTTC. The
PCR product was digested with Kpn I and Sma I, and then
replaced the Kpn I-Sma I fragment of pYES-97Q-eGFP to
create pYES2-eGFP. Each of the two plasmids �pYES2-97Q-
eGFP and pYES2-eGFP� was transformed into Saccharomy-
ces cerevisiae W303-1a �MATa ade2-1 trp1-1 ura3-1 leu2-
3,112 his3-11,15 can1-100�.

To make the hsp104 knock-out strain �hsp104��, the en-
tire coding sequence of HSP104 gene was replaced with a
KanMX gene by the one-step gene disruption method.41 The
targeting DNA was amplified by PCR �HSP104-KAN 5�
primer: ATGAACGACCAAACGCAATTTACAGAAAGGG-
CTCTAACGATTTTGACGTTAGCTTGCCTCGTCCCCGC-
CGG and HSP104-KAN 3� primer: TTAATCTAGGTCAT-
CATCAATTTCCATACTGTCCTCATTATCGTCATCACTC-
GACACTGGATGGCGGCGTTAG, plasmid pUG6 as a tem-
plate� and transformed into S. cerevisiae W303-1a. Transfor-
mants were selected on YPDA/G418 plates and the hsp104�
strain was confirmed by genomic PCR.

2.2 Development of Ade2-Proficient Strains
Both wild type W303-1a �wt� and hsp104� cells had charac-
teristic adenine synthesis blockade caused by Ade2 deficiency,
which led to the accumulation of intermediates, absorbing in
the range of eGFP’s fluorescence. To check the nonradiative
transfer from eGFP, the adenine metabolism was restored by
turning the cells into Ade2-proficient by introducing the
pRS424-Flag-ADE2 plasmid construct.

For this purpose, the ADE2 gene was amplified using
BamHI-Flag-ADE2 5� primer: CGGGATCCATGGACTA-
CAAGGACGACGATGACAAGCTGGCGACCCTGGAAA-
AGCTGGATTCTAGAACAGTTGGTATA and NheI-ADE2-
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�2
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A 3� primer: CTAGCTAGCTTAGATGATGGCGTAGTC-
GGCACGTCGTAGGGGTAATGGCGGCCGCCCTTGTT-
TCTAGATAAGCTTC in a PCR reaction. Following BamH
and Nhe I digestion, the resulting fragment was ligated into

he pYES2 plasmid, which was linearized by BamH I and Xba
to create pYES2-Flag-ADE2. Using this plasmid as a tem-
late, the Flag-tagged ADE2 gene as well as the upstream
AL1 promoter was subsequently subcloned into pRS424
lasmid vector to generate pRS424-Flag-ADE2.

.3 Cell Growth Assay
or the assessment of 97Q cytotoxicity, a cell growth assay
as carried out. Cells were precultured in synthetic dropout
edia containing 2% dextrose at 30 °C. An appropriate

mount of the cell suspension was then transferred to a fresh
edium that contained 2% galactose as the sole carbon source

o induce the expression of eGFP or 97Q-eGFP. After 12 h
ulturing, the cell density usually reached OD600=2 and the
ells were mounted on an agarose slide to measure the cellular
istribution of eGFP and its fluorescence lifetime. The influ-
nce of Ade2 deficiency was eliminated by reintroducing the
xpression of the ADE2 gene from pRS424-Flag-ADE2 in
hese cells.

.4 Imaging System Setup
he measurements were conducted on the time-resolved two-
hoton fluorescence spectroscopy system, built around the
odified laser-scanning microscope �IX71, Olympus Corp.�.
he sample was excited at 860 nm by a mode-locked femto-
econd linearly polarized Ti:sapphire Mira F-900 laser �Co-
erent, Inc.�, operated in two-photon mode at a 76-MHz fre-
uency. The wavelength choice is explained with the lowest
utofluorescence level detected at this excitation band. The
ntensity of the laser power was kept within 3.5 mW above
he objective. The beam was fed into the scanning unit
FV300, Olympus Corp.� and scanned across the sample at
he speed controlled externally by a function generator
AFG310, Tektronix Inc.�. The 60�1.4 numerical aperture
NA� PlanApochromat lens �Olympus Corp.� focused the
eam at the cell samples and collected the fluorescence pho-
ons, which were delivered in a nondescanned mode to the
hotomultiplier tube �H7422-P40, Hamamatsu Photonics
.K.� mounted at the backport of the microscope. A
20�17.5-nm filter �FF01-520 /35-25, Semrock� was in-
talled along with the IR cut-off filter �Edmund Optics, Inc.�
n the detection channel for the selective acquisition of eGFP
uorescence. Signal synchronization and building of the time-
esolved data matrix were conducted by the SPC-830 time-
orrelated single photon counting �TCSPC� board42

Becker&Hickl GmbH�. All the images were taken at
56�256 pixels resolution with the acquisition time varying
n the range of 200 to 600 s. No significant change of the
hoton count rate was detected during the measurements.

For the anisotropy imaging, the horizontal polarization of
he laser was utilized without additional polarizers in the ex-
itation pathway. A Glan-laser polarizer �GL10, Thorlabs
td.� with a coating wavelength range of 300 to 600 nm was

nstalled in the detection pathway. The measurements in the
olarization plane parallel �I�� and perpendicular �I�� to that
f the laser was taken successively by manually rotating the
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
mounted polarizer. To decrease the depolarization caused by
the optics, an objective of lower NA �0.9, 40�� was used for
anisotropy imaging. Photon distribution was registered with
the TCSPC board with the same settings as for the fluores-
cence lifetime imaging.

2.5 Data Analysis

Data analysis via model function fitting, instrument response
function �IRF� deconvolution, and color coding were con-
ducted with the commercially available SPCImage software
package �v. 2.9, Becker&Hickl, GmbH�. A mathematical
model was fitted to the experimental data by iterative non-
least-squares reconvolution:

Ic�t� =�
−�

�

Iinstr�t��I0 + �
i=1

n

ai�exp�− t/�i�	
dt , �1�

where Iinstr is the instrument response, I0 is the baseline offset,
and ai�exp�−t /�i�	 are the main components of the fluores-
cence decay. The ai preexponential coefficients have relative
amplitudes and demonstrate the correlation between compo-
nents fractions populations, �i are the lifetimes of all the com-
ponents to the decay �in case of multiexponential one�. The
IRF of the setup was measured from the second harmonic
generated by the periodically poled lithium niobate �PPLN�
crystal. The measured full width at half maximum of the IRF
was �320 ps and represented the IRF of the whole system.

The quality of fitting was judged by the residual function
distribution and reduced goodness-of-fit parameter calculated
by the equation

�R
2 =��

k=1

n

�Ie�t� − Ic�t�	2/Ie�t�
��n − p� , �2�

where Ie�t� is the actual experimental data, Ic�t� is the calcu-
lated decay as already described, n is the number of the data
�time� points �256 time channels for the given work�, and p is
the number of model parameters. The �R

2 was minimized by
the Levenberg-Marquardt search algorithm.

To remove the background and signal from dead cells with
high autofluorescence levels either the regions of interest were
marked so that only the pixels inside the region were used to
generate the lifetime distribution histogram, or a threshold
parameter was used. A pixel binning factor of 2 was applied in
our analysis, so that a signal from 25 adjacent pixels was used
to derive a single decay curve for further fitting. All the pixels
within the specified region and with the number of the photon
counts higher than the threshold defined were then analyzed
and pixel frequency-weighted lifetime distribution histograms
were built.

Fluorescence anisotropy data were analyzed by the custom
developed program for MATLAB software package �The
Mathworks, Inc.�. The program parsed the TCSPC-generated
files of the I� and perpendicular I� measurements, fetched the
photons distribution data and summed together the number of
the photons for all 256 time channels in each pixel. The num-
bers thus obtained were then used for the calculation of steady
state anisotropy:
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�3
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r =
I� − GI�

I� + 2GI�

, �3�

here G is the correction factor applied to account for the
ifferences in the sensitivity of the detection optics for verti-
ally and horizontally polarized light. For our case, the value
f 1 was applied since no monochromator was used and both
olarization plane signals were detected with the same chan-
el.

Statistical processing of the data was carried out with the
ingle-factor analysis of variance �ANOVA�. The similarity
nd diversity of the data sets were conducted by comparing
he peak values of the fluorescence lifetime histograms re-
orded from the images.

.6 Colocalization Imaging
he wt and hsp104� cells with the expressed 97Q-eGFP were
rown in an adenine-restricted medium �adenine final concen-
ration of 4 mg /L� for 24 h, resulting in red ade2 dye over-
roduced and accumulated in vacuole.43 The cells were
ounted on the agarose pad of a single-cavity slide and visu-

lized by the fluorescence microscope Axioskop 2 �Carl Zeiss
icroimaging Inc.� with a 100� oil immersion objective.

he differential interference contrast �DIC� images were taken
or phase contrast. eGFP was excited at 470 to 500 nm, and
de2 dye was excited at 525 to 550 nm.

ig. 1 Representative fluorescence lifetime decays and histograms of
red�. The decay data �a� clearly demonstrates different lifetimes for bo
tted with single-exponential model, as seen from the residual funct
hole image �c�. �Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
3 Results
3.1 eGFP Fluorescence Lifetime Decreases in

97Q Aggregates

To study the dynamics of the eGFP fluorescence lifetime in
aggregates, the fluorophore was lagated with 97Q protein with
a linker of seven aminoacids. The fluorescence decays re-
corded for eGFP, both expressed solely and fused to 97Q
protein, were well fitted with a single-exponential model, as
judged by the distribution of residual functions and goodness
of fit �Fig. 1�. Although for the 97Q-eGFP expressed in wt
cells, further denoted as 97Q-eGFP�wt�, the goodness of fit
appeared slightly increased as compared to the free eGFP in
same cells �eGFP�wt�	, application of a double-exponential
decay model did not improve the fitting quality. The differ-
ence between the decays was well distinguishable with the
one measured from the 97Q-eGFP�wt� having steeper slope.

The change in the eGFP lifetime behavior at fusion to the
97Q is well illustrated with the distribution of the averaged
histograms, collected from the series of images �Fig. 2�d�	.
The histogram of eGFP�wt� stretches from �2 to �2.4 ns
with the peak value mean of 2.29�0.03 ns. Ligation of eGFP
to 97Q resulted in the shift of the histogram to the shorter
values region. It appears slightly wider with the stretch from
�1.7 to �2.4 ns and the maximum mean of 2�0.06 ns.
The two histograms obtained are well separated and the peak
value data set distribution is significantly different �P�e
−22�.

dness of fit measured from the eGFP�wt� �black� and 97Q-eGFP�wt�
les. The IRF is represented in blue. Both decays could be successfully

� and distribution of the goodness-of-fit histogram obtained from the
the goo
th samp
ions �b
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�4
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The eGFP�wt� and 97Q-eGFP�wt� also exhibited different
istribution patterns in yeast cells �Fig. 3�. Free eGFP had a
iffused distribution with the exception of the vacuole, where
ittle to no signal was detected �Fig. 3�a�	. In contrast to that,
he 97Q-eGFP exhibited grain- and cloudlike patterns, indica-
ive of polyQ tract aggregation �Fig. 3�b�	. With the given
olor coding it is evident that the aggregates exhibit shorter
ifetime than the surrounding.

To reveal the role of the aggregation in the lifetime dynam-
cs observed, the 97Q-eGFP was expressed in the hsp104�
train, where the 97Q aggregation was prevented �hereinafter
eferred to as 97Q-eGFP�hsp104��	. Intracellular protein ag-
regation is a complex process involving microtubule-
ediated protein transport to the centrosome with further for-
ation of the aggresomes, and regulated by chaperones and

biquitin-proteasome degradation pathway components.44–47

mong major factors involved in this process are heat shock
roteins, which restore native conformation and support
roper interaction of proteins aggregated at high temperature
r as a result of environmental stress. In particular, overex-
ression of heat shock proteins Hsp70 and Hsp40 inhibits the

ig. 2 Averaged fluorescence lifetime histograms, measured from th
7Q-eGFP�wt� �dashed line� is significantly shifted to the shorter value

hrough the expression of 97Q-eGFP in hsp 104� cells resulted in th
ame dynamics for the 97Q-eGFP lifetime is observed for the Ade2-p
ion of the eGFP-original lifetime for 97Q-eGFP�hsp 104� Ade2� �do

ig. 3 Color-coded images of fluorescence lifetime distribution of �a�
GFP�wt�, �b� 97Q-eGFP�wt�, �c� 97Q-eGFP�hsp 104��, �d� 97Q-
GFP�wt Ade2�, and �e� 97Q-eGFP�hsp 104� Ade2�. �Color online
nly.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
formation of large detergent-soluble inclusion bodies, leading
to the conversion of the aggregates into soluble forms.48 How-
ever, for Hsp104, an opposite effect was demonstrated: under
a normal growth condition, this protein can assist the forma-
tion of nonpathological aggregates, prions, and is essential for
polyQ protein aggregation in yeast cells. In the absence of this
chaperone, aggregation of prions and polyQ is prevented and
these proteins become soluble.8,40,49,50

At aggregation prevention, the averaged lifetime histogram
appeared narrower than that for the 97Q-eGFP�wt�, and
shifted back toward the lifetime values of eGFP�wt� with the
peak mean of 2.23�0.03 �Fig. 2�a�	. Similar to free eGFP,
the 97Q-eGFP�hsp104�� appeared evenly distributed in the
cytoplasm of cells �Fig. 3�c�	, indicative of the lack of aggre-
gation.

3.2 Red Metabolites: Influence of Hetero-FRET
and pH

The ade2 mutation, characteristic for the W303-1a strain, used
in the experiments, is known to block adenine synthesis in
cells and lead to the accumulation of intermediate metabolite
4-aminoimidazole ribotide. This colorless compound is syn-
thesized in cytosol with further concentration of its deriva-
tives in the vacuole, where it undergoes polymerization and
oxidation, producing a red color.51 The aminoimidazole and
its derivatives were demonstrated in previous works to absorb
at the wavelengths range of �490 to 540 nm. Therefore,
there was a possibility of direct nonradiative energy transfer
from eGFP, given the overlapping of its emission and absorp-
tion spectra of these metabolites.52 This may have caused the
decrease of the eGFP lifetime as a donor.29

To examine the possibility of this energy transfer, we con-
ducted control measurements with restored adenine metabo-
lism by expressing Ade2 protein in W303-1a cells. The fluo-
rescence lifetime of 97Q-eGFP in Ade2-proficient cells,
hereinafter denoted as 97Q-eGFP�Ade2�, exhibited peak
value of 2.07�0.02 ns, which appeared statistically identical
to that of 97Q-eGFP�wt� with P=0.02 �Fig. 2�b�, Table 3 in
Sec. 4	. Similar to that, the fluorescence lifetime value of
2.24�0.02 ns obtained for the 97Q-eGFP in Ade2-proficient

P alone and fused with 97Q. �a� The histogram obtained from the
e as compared to the eGFP�wt� �solid line�. Prevention of aggregation
gram shift back toward the native eGFP values �dotted line�. �b� The
t cells: shortening for 97Q-eGFP�wt Ade2� �dashed line� and restora-
e�.
e eGF
s rang

e histo
roficien
tted lin
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�5
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sp104� cells �97Q-eGFP�hsp104�Ade2�	 was indistin-
uishable from the results recorded form 97Q-eGFP
hsp104�� �P=0.97�. The similarity applies also to the spa-
ial distribution of the 97Q-eGFP in Ade2-proficent cells:
rains with shorter fluorescence lifetime in wt cells �Fig.
�d�	, and evenly distributed pattern of longer lifetime for
7Q-eGFP in the absence of the Hsp104 chaperone �Fig.
�e�	.

The red ade2 pigment was also utilized in this study to
nvestigate the influence of low pH on the eGFP lifetime val-
es. Misfolded and aggregated proteins can hamper cellular
unction, and these proteins normally are degraded by lysos-
mes or proteasomes.53 In yeast cells, the degradation occurs
n vacuoles—organelles with acidic lumen,54 which may
horten the eGFP lifetime. To investigate the contribution of
H level to the fluorescence lifetime dynamics observed, we
hecked the presence of eGFP in vacuole by colocalization
xperiments. The cells were grown in adenine restriction me-
ium to mark the vacuole with the ade2 red pigment. The
esults, presented on Fig. 4, clearly show no overlapping of
he eGFP signal with the red color of ade2, originating from
he vacuole.

.3 Homo-FRET in Aggregates
he resonance energy transfer can occur also between the
olecules of the same fluorophore given that there is overlap

etween emission and absorption of the fluorescent species.
nlike FRET between different molecules, energy transfer be-

ween like molecules �homo-FRET� is typically not mani-
ested in changes of fluorescence lifetime or intensity.23 Re-
ent works, however, have demonstrated that in some cases
ggregation of fluorophores can still affect the rate of excited
tate levels depletion hence contributing to its fluorescence
ifetime shortening.55,56

Homo-FRET is usually observed with fluorescence aniso-
ropy imaging microscopy.57–59 On excitation, a pool of mol-

ig. 4 Fluorescence intensity and differential contrast images of cells
wt and hsp 104�� expressing 97Q-eGFP. The vacuole was marked
ith the red fluorescent adenine metabolite, ade2 dye. The images
learly show lack of the green eGFP signal from the vacuole. �Color
nline only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
ecules with the dipoles oriented collinearly to the excitation
light’s electric vector will be preferentially excited, so that in
the case of slow rotation, a relatively high anisotropy is ex-
pected. As the energy is transferred in a nonradiative manner
from the initially excited molecules to other molecules, situ-
ated at different angles �except for 90 deg�, the photons emit-
ted will then be characterized with decreased anisotropy val-
ues.

Depicted on Fig. 5 is a comparison column chart showing
the average intensity-weighted steady state anisotropy values
measured from eGFP�wt�, 97Q-eGFP�hsp104��, and 97Q-
eGFP�wt�. The value of 0.49�0.03 obtained from the eGF-
P�wt� appeared to be not much lower than the maximal value
of 0.57, available at two-photon excitation. This can be ex-
plained with a relatively long rotational correlation time for
eGFP, so that it slightly affects its depolarization within the
radiative decay time.60 A strong depolarization was observed
for the 97Q-eGFP�wt�: an anisotropy value as low as
0.25�0.02 was recorded. As the volume and molecular mass
of the aggregates are much higher than that for the free fluo-
rophore, the rotational depolarization can be ruled out, leading
us to the conclusion that homo-FRET is the main cause for the
phenomenon observed. A depolarization of eGFP fluorescence
as a result of homo-FRET has been also demonstrated in ear-
lier works.61

Contrary to expectations, 97Q-eGFP�hsp104�� exhibited
a steady state anisotropy value of 0.44�0.11, which was
lower than the value observed for the eGFP�wt�. This can be
partly explained with some probability of aggregation even in
the absence of the hsp104. Earlier works have demonstrated
that in 10 to 40% of the hsp104� cells, the aggregates can
still be found even in the absence of the chaperone.12 Indeed,
in some measurements, a strong depolarization was observed,
with the anisotropy values similar to that of the aggregates.

3.4 Cytotoxicity and Autofluorescence
The data on the cytotoxicity of the polyQ aggregates in yeast
is controversial. In the early studies, none or little toxicity was
reported even for 103Q tracts—at most, there was just a slight

Fig. 5 Steady state anisotropy values for the controls �eGFP�wt� and
97Q-eGFP�hsp 104��� and 97Q-eGFP aggregates in wt cells. High
values of the steady state anisotropy for the control samples is a result
of a slow rotation of the eGFP and nonaggregated fusion protein 97Q-
eGFP. The lowest anisotropy value for the aggregated 97Q-eGFP in wt
cells is caused by the FRET depolarization. Same phenomenon also
causes somewhat lower values of the 97Q-eGFP�hsp 104�� and a
larger standard deviation, since the prevention of aggregation in these
samples has limited efficiency, which leads to low anisotropy values
in some of the measurements.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�6
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eduction in final culture density.8 Later studies, however, re-
orted toxicity of expanded polyQ especially at the late stages
fter expression with the accumulation of the aggregated pro-
ein in the nucleus, leading to cell death with the markers,
haracteristic for apoptosis62–64 �mitochondrial fragmentation,
eactive oxygen species �ROS� accumulation, and caspases
ctivation�. The latter, in its turn, may result in the increased
evel of autofluorescence intensity and perturbations in the
ntracellular environment, and hence affect the eGFP fluores-
ence lifetime.65,66

To investigate the level of 97Q cytotoxicity in our experi-
ent, cell proliferation of wt and hsp104� yeast cells was

ssessed during 12 h after the induction of 97Q by measuring
he culture’s optical density at 600 nm �OD600�. The results
re presented in Table 1 and Fig. 6. The OD600 values for all
he samples were identical within the first 8 h of observation.
t the 12th hour, wt cells expressing 97Q exhibited decreased
D600 values as compared to the control cells �2.38�0.13

ersus 3.14�0.22�. For the same time point, a decrease was
lso observed for the hsp104� cells: expression of the 97Q
esulted in the reduction of the OD600 values from
.98�0.25 to 2.57�0.11.

Table 1 Results of the proliferation assay for wt

2 h

pYES2�wt� 0.63±0.02

97Q�wt� 0.61±0.01

pYES2�hsp 104�� 0.62±0.02

97Q�hsp 104�� 0.60±0.02

Cells harboring empty vector pYES2, pYES2�wt�, and p
density of the culture represented by the OD600 values.

ig. 6 Time-lapse measurement of cell growth after the induction of
7Q-eGFP. Cells harboring empty vector pYES2 did not express 97Q-
GFP and served as controls. No difference was observed for up to the
th hour. In the 12th hour, a decrease in optical density was detected

or both wt and hsp 104� cells expressing the 97Q �solid line with
ircle and dashed line with circles correspondingly� as compared to
he control wt �solid line with squares� and hsp 104� cells �dashed
ine with squares�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
The influence of the autofluorescence was checked on the
wt and hsp104� cells with and without expression of the 97Q
protein. For all samples, we obtained the value of mean fluo-
rescence lifetime ��m� �1.35 ns with the intensity less than
10% of that recorded from the samples with eGFP. As shown
in Fig. 7, on the induction of 97Q the autofluorescence inten-
sity increased. However, the increase was observed both for
the wt and hsp104� cells. Moreover, the autofluorescence,
recorded from the hsp104� cells expressing 97Q appeared
somewhat higher than for the wt cells. Therefore, the autof-
luorescence perturbations could not account for the lifetime
dynamics observed.

4 Discussion
The experiments conducted revealed a decrease of the eGFP
fluorescence lifetime in fusion with 97Q by �300 ps as com-
pared to the eGFP alone. Preventing aggregation of the polyQ
extended tract through the elimination of Hsp104 chaperone
led to the reverse of the 97Q-eGFP’s fluorescence lifetime
with just slightly smaller values than that recorded from the
free eGFP.

p 104� cells with and without 97Q expression.

h 8 h 12 h

0.02 1.07±0.08 3.14±0.22

0.01 1.01±0.06 2.38±0.13

0.02 1.03±0.07 2.98±0.25

0.02 1.02±0.02 2.57±0.11

sp 104��, were used as controls. The numbers are the

Fig. 7 Autofluorescence intensity of the samples: �a� wt cells, �b� hsp
104� cells, �c� wt cells expressing 97Q, and �d� hsp 104� expressing
97Q. The color bar is given in photons numbers. �Color online only.�
and hs

4

0.67±

0.65±

0.67±

0.64±

YES2�h
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The possibility of the direct nonradiative transfer of energy
rom eGFP to the 4-aminoimidazole ribotide and red Ade2
ye was assessed by comparing the lifetime values of 97Q-
GFP�wt� �with the fluorescent metabolites accumulated� and
7Q-eGFP�Ade2� �with the restored purine biosynthesis and
hus lack of potential FRET acceptors accumulation�. Only a
light difference between both cell types was observed with
�0.06 ns obtained from 97Q-eGFP�wt� and 2.07�17 ns
btained from 97Q-eGFP�wt Ade2�. The measurement results
f 97Q-eGFP taken from Ade2-deficient and proficient
sp104� cells also appeared to be identical �Tables 2 and 3�.
he data obtained proves lack of nonradiative energy transfer,
eaning lack of contribution by the metabolites to the ob-

erved fluorescence lifetime decrease.
The autophagy of abnormal proteins to lysosomes, which

re known to have acidic pH in their lumen, was shown to be
ot effective in our experiments, since no signal of the eGFP
as detected from the vacuole. Hence, the influence of low
H on the fluorescence lifetime dynamics can also be ruled
ut.

Cell proliferation assay revealed slightly lower OD600 in
he 12th hour on the 97Q induction in wt cells as compared to
he control cells without polyQ protein. Despite the fact that
ome cell growth inhibition was observed, the degree of its
anifestation was much lower than that reported in earlier
orks, which reported apoptosis induction by polyQ

ggregation.64 Moreover, a reduction in the OD600 value was

Table 2 Summary of the lifetime results for the m
cells, as well as in their Ade2-proficient analogs.

Construct wt hsp 1

eGFP 2.29±0.03 ns �9� —

97Q-eGFP 2±0.06 ns �25� 2.24±0.0

Values are given as �m±standard deviation with the num
analyzed.

Table 3 Distribution of the P values calculated

eGFP
�wt�

97Q-eGFP
�wt�

eGFP
�wt�

9.01�10−

97Q-eGFP
�wt�

9.01�10−23

97Q-eGFP
�hsp 104��

0.00031 2.86�10−

97Q-eGFP
�wt Ade2�

1.9�10−12 0.021511

97Q-eGFP 0.002923 7.64�10−

�hsp 104� Ade2�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
observed also for the hsp104� cells expressing 97Q, indicat-
ing that the reduction of the cell density was caused by the
expression of exogenous 97Q rather than the protein aggrega-
tion. The results obtained enable us to conclude that at this
level of cytotoxicity no massive changes in the intracellular
environment took place and thus it could not be the major
contributor to the eGFP fluorescence lifetime changes re-
corded.

The reasons for the autofluorescence intensity increase on
97Q expression are unclear. However, since the increase was
recorded from both wt and hsp104� cells, it is clear that this
also could not account for the observed fluorescence lifetime
dynamics.

Reviewing all of the preceding, the decrease of the eGFP
fluorescence lifetime can supposedly be attributed to the in-
fluence of the aggregation per se. Although the exact reason
for the phenomenon observed requires further investigation,
we suggest two possible hypotheses for the observed fluores-
cence lifetime dynamics: homo-FRET between eGFP mol-
ecules due to their tight packing in aggregates and changes in
refractive index of the eGFP environment at aggregation.

The existence of homo-FRET was demonstrated by fluo-
rescence anisotropy imaging. A strong depolarization in 97Q-
eGFP�wt� is indicative of the eGFP molecules being in close
proximity. Theoretically, homo-FRET does not affect the re-
corded fluorescence lifetime since the transfer time is negli-
gible as compared to the time the molecules spend on the

ments taken from 97Q-eGFP in wt and hsp 104�

Cells

wt Ade2 hsp 104� Ade2

— —

� 2.07±0.02 ns �5� 2.24±0.02 ns �5�

e data points in �n�, representing the number of images

ngle-tailed ANOVA test.

7Q-eGFP
sp 104��

97Q-eGFP
�wt Ade2�

97Q-eGFP
�hsp 104� Ade2�

0.00031 1.9�10−12 0.002923409

86�10−13 0.021511 7.63975�10−10

2.54�10−08 0.973337613

54�10−08 3.24459�10−07

.973338 3.24�10−07
easure

04�

3 ns �9

ber of th
by a si

9
�h

23

2.

13

2.

10 0
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xcited state levels, and the fluorescence properties of the
cceptor are identical to those of the donor. However, in spe-
ial cases a direct dependence of the CFP fluorescence life-
ime on the presence of homo-FRET was demonstrated earlier
ven for dimers and was suggested to result from the chro-
ophore structure.55 In the same work, however, the experi-
ents failed to work the same dependence with eGFP. More-

ver, other works, exploring homo-FRET of eGFP showed no
hanges in the fluorophore’s fluorescence lifetime values.61

evertheless, we assume that in the case of the aggregates, an
ncrease in the number of molecules in a volume unit could
ead to the continuous transfers of the energy quantum, and
uch an energy trap could lead to the decrease of the recorded
uorescence lifetime. A similar effect has been also reported
arlier in Ref. 56.

The relation between refractive index and fluorescence
ifetime was defined in 1962 by Strickler and Berg:67

1

�0
= 2.88 � 10−9n2 �I�	�d	

�I�	�	−3 d	
�


�	�
	

d	 , �4�

here �0 is the natural lifetime, I is the fluorescence emission,
is the extinction coefficient, 	 is the emission spectrum in
avenumbers, and n is the refractive index. Although the

quation describes the dependence for the natural lifetime
nly, the applicability of the same model has been demon-
trated in experiments. Thus, the dependence of the GFP fluo-
escence lifetime on the square of the refractive index in so-
ution was demonstrated by Suhling et al.24 In their
xperiment, increasing a solution’s refractive index from 1.35
o 1.46 by changing the glycerol contents from 10 to 90%,
esulted in a drop from 2.68 to 2.17 ns for the GFP fluores-
ence lifetime. This dependence was further utilized to sense
he spatial variation of the refractive index in live cells, which
as demonstrated by other methods to vary from 1.35 in the

ytoplasm to 1.46 to 1.60 for the plasma membrane.68–71

owever, in the majority of these works, FLIM was applied to
eveal the spatial heterogeneities mainly within plasma
embrane.72–74 A change of refractive index was also associ-

ted with the eGFP fluorescence lifetime decrease on fusion to
ther proteins;73 such dependence could be the reason for lack
f full restoration of the free eGFP lifetime in
7Q-eGFP�hsp104�� observed in our experiments.

Deviations from the quadratic dependence were also dem-
nstrated in some cases.75 This, in particular, may be appli-
able for the molecules bound to optically thin layers charac-
erized with the refractive index values different from the
omogenous medium surrounding the fluorophore. In this
ase, a decrease of the fluorescence lifetime may result from
he reflections of the emitted fluorescence at the interface and
nterference of the reflected field and the excited state
ipole.73,76 In this case, the radiative rate of a fluorophore
epends on the orientation of the transition moment of the
olecule with respect to the interface. Given that current data

escribes the aggregates as enriched in �-sheet structures, this
odel may apply to the dynamics observed and explain the

roadening of the histogram recorded from the 97Q-
GFP�wt�.

The results obtained suggest that application of fluores-
ence spectroscopy techniques for the study of misfolded and,
s a result, aggregated proteins require a careful approach and
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016008-
consideration of the changes in the used fluorophores photo-
physical properties, in particular, as demonstrated, the fluores-
cence lifetime. This is especially important for qualitative
measurements, such as, for example, FRET, which is used for
the calculation of intermolecular distance.
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